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Key messages:
 Baby boomers differed in comparison to the older cohort
regarding type of substance use disorder and comorbid
substance use disorders.
 The changes set off by the baby boomers continued in the
younger cohort.
Evaluation of hazardous alcohol consumption
prevalence of university students in Turkey
Cüneyt Çam

Background:
The aim of the study was to determine the prevalence of
hazardous alcohol consumption (HAC) according to gender
among university students and associated factors.
Methods:
The study is a cross-sectional study conducted on undergraduate students who were studying at Eskisehir Osmangazi
University in 2019. To ensure a representative sample of 26036
students from all grade levels, we used a stratified sampling
technique from 11 faculties at the university and the
questionnaire was applied to 2349 undergraduate students.
The prevalence of HAC was determined with the Alcohol Use
Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT). HAC was defined as
getting 8 points or more from the AUDIT. Multivariate logistic
regression analyzes were performed to examine HAC related
factors in males and females.
Results:
1250 (53.2%) of the participants were male. The age of the
study group ranged between 18 and 35, and the mean (SD) was
21.04 (2.07) years. The prevalence of HAC in the study group
was 13.5% (18.8% male and 8.2% female), and lifetime
prevalence of alcohol use was 65.3% (74.5% male and 54.8%
female). In males; those whose fathers [OR = 1.74; 95% CI:
(1.18-2.55)], mothers [1.52; (1.04-2.22)], best friends [2.57;
(1.35-4.88)] use alcohol and those who smoke [3.11; (2.064.71)], use illicit drugs [2.42; (1.68-3.47)], have depressive
disorders [1.68; (1.06-2.68)] were more likely to report HAC.
Meanwhile in females, those whose fathers [OR = 1.93; 95%CI:
(1.03-3.62)], best friends [6.21; (1.83-21.05)] use alcohol and
those who smoke [4.82; (2.53-9.17)], use illicit drugs [4.79;
(2.52-9.10)] have depressive disorders [2.96; (1.63-5.39)] were
more likely to report HAC.
Conclusions:
HAC prevalence is high among university students. The risk of
HAC increases with the use of alcohol in family and circle of
friends, smoking, illegal substance usage and depressive
disorders. The factors associated with the risk of HAC in
males and females are similar.
Key messages:
 The university students are at a higher risk for HAC than the
general population.
 Strategies should be developed to identify and prevent
university students who are more likely to use hazardous
alcohol and the situations that trigger this consumption
model.
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Background:
Substance use disorders (SUD) are associated with an
increased use of general health care services (e.g. use of
emergency departments (ED), visits to GP or use of inpatient
services). However, little is known about the extent to which
people with SUD are using these services compared to people
without SUD.
Methods:
Data from the national register of people who were in
specialized treatment for SUD between 2011 and 2014
(N = 30,905) was linked to health insurance data. Four
comparators were matched on sex, age and region to each
subject in treatment for SUD (N = 123,620). For people with
alcohol (AUD), opiate (OUD), cocaine (CoUD) and cannabis
(CaUD) use disorders and their respective comparators we
analyzed the contacts with GP, psychiatrist, ED and days in
hospital between 2008 and 2017. Negative binomial regression
was used to obtain incidence rate ratios (IRRs) in the four
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Background:
Alcohol abuse is common in Zambia and a growing threat to
achieving the 90 90 90 treatment target to ending the HIV
epidemic. Brief counselling is offered but has limited
effectiveness possibly because it does not address the mental
health issues that underpin drinking behavior. We assessed the
frequency and nature of comorbid mental health issues in
HIV-positive drinkers in Zambia.
Methods:
As part of an ongoing randomized control trial
(NCT03966885), we recruited HIV positive adults on ART
who reported at least 1 alcoholic drink in the previous 3
months from two clinics in Lusaka, Zambia. Using audio
computer assisted self-interviewers, we captured demographic
information and screened for unhealthy alcohol use (AUDIT),
depression (CES-D), trauma (HTQ) and other substance abuse
(ASSIST). These instruments have previously been validated in
Zambia. Established cut-offs were used to define unhealthy
alcohol use (AU), depression (DEP), post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) and substance abuse (SU).
Results:
Among 300 individuals reporting any alcohol use, 165
agreed to screening. 155 participants were recruited,
including 93 men and 62 women. Nearly all screened 146
(94.2%) had unhealthy alcohol use and 9 (5.8%) had low to
moderate alcohol scores. Comorbid mental health issues
were present in 72 % of unhealthy drinkers, most commonly
depression 46 (31.5 %) and trauma 35 (24 %). Non-alcohol
substance use (7.6 %) comorbidities where less prevalent
than mental health comorbidities among those with
unhealthy alcohol use.
Conclusions:
Among urban Zambian adults living with HIV who reported
alcohol consumption at their ART clinic, unhealthy use was
the norm; moderate alcohol use was rare. Comorbid mental
health issues (particularly depression and trauma) are highly
prevalent among unhealthy drinkers with HIV. These data
suggest that all unhealthy drinkers should be screened for
mental health issues.
Key messages:
 Alcohol Abuse In HIV Patients Is Common In Zambia.
 HIV Patients Abusing Alcohol Suffer From Depression and
Trauma.
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different settings both for all drugs combined and for each
drug separately.
Preliminary results:
People with SUD were significantly more likely to contact a GP
(IRR 1.9 95%CI 1.9-2.0, p < 0.0001), a psychiatrist (IRR 7.4
95%CI 7.0-7.7, p < 0.0001), an ED (IRR 4.2 95%CI 4.2-4.3,
p < 0.0001) or to be hospitalized (IRR 6.4 95%CI 6.3-6.5,
p < 0.0001), compared to people who were not in specialized
treatment for SUD. Differences were stable over time and
always highest for people with AUD and lowest for people with
CaUD, except for visits to the GP where the differences were
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highest for people with OUD (IRR 2.6 95%CI 2.5-2.7,
p < 0.0001).
Conclusions:
People with SUD have between 2 and 7 times more contacts
with general health services than people without SUD. SUD is
not a specialty health issue but affects all health service settings.
Key messages:
 People with SUD have a 2-7 times higher use of general
health care services than people without SUD.
 All health professionals should have the competencies to
support people with SUD adequately.
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 Increasing sense of belonging may moderate symptoms such
as depressiveness and suicidal ideation.
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Background:
There has been growing concern about the poor mental health
of college student of gay, lesbian, bisexual, or questioning/
queer (LGBQ) sexual orientation. Factors believed to negatively influence LGBQ student’s health include discrimination
and victimization such as sexual assault, whereas factors
believed to positively influence mental health include cohesiveness and a sense of belonging. Little is known about how
these might interact with each other. Therefore, the objective
of this study was to compare the effect of sexual orientation,
history of sexual assault and sense of belonging on depression
and suicidality among LGBQ and heterosexual students.
Methods:
This is a secondary data analysis using a subset of available data
from the 2017-2018 Healthy Minds Study dataset. The dataset
was encompassed of self-report data from about 60,200 college
students across 60 campuses in the United States. Descriptive
statistics and three-way interaction analysis using PROCESS
macro models in SPSS were performed.
Results:
Students identifying as LGBQ reported more frequently to
have experienced sexual assault, to suffer from depressive
symptoms and to have suicidal thoughts than heterosexual
students. Significant three-way interaction effects were found
for sexual orientation, sexual assault and sense of belonging
predicting depressive symptoms (b= -.06, p= .042, CI: -.12; .00), and suicidality (b= -.10, p= .004, CI: -.01; -.003). The
effect of sexual assault on mental health differed depending on
sexual orientation and sense of belonging. Particularly among
LGBQ students, high sense of belonging was protective in the
presence of sexual assault, and its absence had a deleterious
effect on mental health.
Conclusions:
There is a need to reduce mental health problems and sexual
assault on college campuses and to foster a sense of belonging.
Enhancing sense of belonging may represent a strategy to
mitigate depression and suicidality, particularly among LGBQ
students.
Key messages:
 Mental health problems such as depression and suicidal
ideation among sexual minority students remain highly
prevalent in the United States.
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Background:
Labor migration is a challenge for the globalised world due to
its long-term effects such as the formation of transnational
families with the particularly vulnerable groups of left-behind
children (LBC). These families, where family members of
migrant workers are ’left-behind’ are becoming common
practice in many developing countries. In this systematic
literature review, we aimed to investigate the impacts of
parental labor migration on the mental health and well-being
of their LBC.
Methods:
Following the PRISMA guidelines, we performed a systematic
literature search in English using PubMed, PsychINFO, Web of
Science, Cochrane Library and Google Scholar for studies,
investigating mental health and well-being among LBC who
live in transnational families. Case-reports, qualitative studies
as well as opinion papers were excluded. We summarized the
evidence and additionally compared quantitative results.
Results:
25 studies were selected for the final analysis. We found that
mental health and well-being outcomes of LBC differ across
regions and sometimes even within regions. Only studies
conducted in South America and South Asia observed purely
negative effects. Overall, LBC show abnormal SDQ (Strengths
and Difficulties Questionnaire) scores and report higher levels
of depression and loneliness, than children who do not live in
transnational families. Evidence suggests that gender of
migrant parent, culture and other transnational family
characteristics such as family arrangement, the role of the
mother and the role of the father contribute to the well-being
and psychological health of LBC.
Conclusions:
International migration of parents has more negative than
positive effects (e.g. through remittances) on the mental health
and well-being of LBC. However, the effects strongly depend
on family arrangements and care giving practices in migrants’
sending countries.
Key messages:
 Further research utilizing longitudinal data is needed to
better explore the complex and long-term effects of parental
migration on LBC.
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